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Section 1 - Short Questions
1. For each of the following Java expressions (A to E), provide the data type and the value. Use the appropriate[10]

Java literal to express the value. You do not need to show your work. (All the expressions below are intended
to be legal Java expressions. )

Java Expression Type Value

Example 1: 11.0 + 11.0 double 22.0

Example 2: 11 + 11 int 22

Example 3: "2" + "2" String “22”

Java Expression Type Value

A 1.0 + 1 / 2

B "1" + (2 + 2 * 3) + 1

C (int) 0.2 / 0.1

D 5.0 > 6 - 1.0 || !(5.0 != 5)

E 6 % 4 * 5 / 2

2. In the table below, state how many lines are printed to the screen by each of the following code fragments.[6]

This is an
example
of what we mean by 3 lines printed to the screen.

If the call to println() is inside an infinite loop, write∞. You do not have to show your work. You may
use the back of the exam (the back of page ??) as scrap paper.

YOUR ANSWERS:

(a) (b) (c)

(a)

1 int num = 4;
2 for (int i = num; i >= num / 3; i++) {
3 i = i - num;
4 System.out.println("Hello.");
5 }

(b)

1 for(int i = 0; i < i * i; i++)
2 for(i = i * i; i < 5; i++)
3 System.out.println("*");

(c) (Please see next page.)
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(c)

1 String result = "";
2 int quotient = 7;
3 int step = 0;
4
5 while(quotient != 0){
6 result = (quotient % 2) + result;
7 quotient = quotient/2;
8 System.out.println("Step " + step);
9 step++;

10 }

3. Rewrite Lines 9 to 11 of the following method so that no for-loops are used. In other words, rewrite the code[4]
using while-loops. Your solution does not have to include comments.

1 /* This method returns a new array that contains each member of inputArray, repeated
2 f times. For example, the inputs {1,4,1} and 3 yield output {1,1,1,4,4,4,1,1,1} */
3
4 public static int[] extend(int[] inputArray, int f)
5 {
6 int[] result = new int[inputArray.length * f];
7
8 /* Rewrite this part */
9 for(int i = 0; i < inputArray.length; i++)

10 for(int j = 0; j < f; j++)
11 result[f * i + j] = inputArray[i];
12
13 return result;
14 }

Total marks for Section 1: 20
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Section 2 - Long Questions
4. The following Java program is made up of two classes: the ArrayTest class is testing the reverse()[15]

method, which is defined in the ArrayTools class, by calling it on several integer arrays and printing the
results. Ideally, running this program with the command java ArrayTest should display the following:

{ 1 2 4 6 3 5 }
{ -2 1 1 4 3 }
{ }
{ 5 }

However, the program contains 5 errors: 1 logical, 1 run-time, 3 compile-time.

List all the errors in the space provided on the following page. For each error you list, provide the line
number at which the error occurs, the type of error (compile-time, run-time, logical), and a description of the
error. Suggesting a solution is NOT necessary.

If you find two errors that are very similar, list them as one error. Do not list more than 5 errors, as you will be
penalized for every “error” in excess of 5. Assume that the two classes are saved in appropriately-named files in
the same directory.

1 public class ArrayTest
2 {
3 // Tests the reverse() method on four different arrays
4 public static void main(String[] args)
5 {
6 // One array has an even number of cells, the other has an odd number.
7 int[] even = {5, 3, 6, 4, 2, 1};
8 int[] odd = {3, 4, 1, 1.0, -2};
9 int i = 0;

10
11 int[][] testArrays = new int[4][1];
12 testArrays[0] = even;
13 testArrays[1] = odd;
14 testArrays[2] = new int[0];
15 testArrays[3][0] = 5;
16
17 while(i < testArrays.length){
18 ArrayTools.printArray(testArrays[i]);
19 ArrayTools.reverse(testArrays[i]);
20 i = i + 1;
21 }
22 }
23 }
24
25 public class ArrayTools
26 {
27 // Reverses inputArray
28 // Example: ({-1, 4, 2, 56}) --> {56, 2, 4, -1}
29 public static void reverse(int[] inputArray)
30 {
31 int maxIndex = inputArray.length - 1;
32 int current = inputArray[maxIndex];
33
34 /* Hint: the LOGICAL error is NOT in this loop */
35 for(i = 0; i < inputArray.length / 2; i++){
36 current = inputArray[maxIndex - i];
37 inputArray[maxIndex - i] = inputArray[i];
38 inputArray[i] = current;
39 }
40 }
41
42 /* Prints array in format like { 1 2 3 } */
43 public static int[] printArray(int[] a)
44 {
45 System.out.print("{ ");
46 for(int i = 0; i < a.length; i++)
47 System.out.print(a[i] + " ");
48 System.out.println("}");
49 }
50 }
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Line Type of Error Short Description
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5. In this question, you will trace the behavior of the program defined by class ControlFlow. Quickly look at[15]
the overall structure of the code and read all the questions that follow before you read the code in any detail.
Hint: the program isn’t as complicated as it might seem.

1 public class ControlFlow
2 {
3 public static void buildZoo(int[] lions, String[] hyenas, int total)
4 {
5 hyenas[0] = hyenas[1] + total;
6 goMeow(lions, total);
7 }
8
9 public static boolean goWoof(int[][] packOfWolves)

10 {
11 int[][] x = packOfWolves;
12 packOfWolves = new int[packOfWolves.length][x[0].length];
13 return (x == packOfWolves);
14 }
15
16 public static void main(String[] elephants)
17 {
18 int[][] hyenas = {{0, 0}, {0, 0}};
19 String[] animalCalls = {"chirp", "oink"};
20
21 if(goWoof(hyenas)) System.out.println("woof");
22
23 buildZoo(hyenas[0], animalCalls, 1);
24
25 System.out.println(animalCalls[0] + " " + animalCalls[1] + "*");
26
27 for(int i = 0; i < 2; i++)
28 for(int j = 0; j < 2; j++)
29 System.out.println(hyenas[i][j]);
30
31 }
32
33 public static void goMeow(int[] lions, int cat)
34 {
35 cat = lions[0];
36 lions[1] = cat + 1;
37 }
38 }

(a) What values are stored at each index of the array packOfWolves after Line 12 is executed? Your an-
swer must specify where each value is stored in the array in terms of the array’s indexes.

(b) This program compiles and runs without any errors. When I execute the program with the command
java ControlFlow, is. . .

Yes No
Line 23 done executing before Line 29?
Line 12 done executing before Line 25?
Line 11 done executing before Line 35?
Line 6 done executing before Line 35?
Line 5 done executing before Line 21?
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(c) What is displayed to the screen when the program is executed? Write your final answer in the box on the
right and use the other blank space to keep track of what happens in memory as the program is executed.
Showing us what you think happens in memory while the program is executed will allow us to maybe
give you partial marks for this question if your final answer is wrong, and it will increase your chances of
arriving at the correct final answer.

The following is displayed to the
screen:

Total marks for Section 2: 30
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Section 3 - Programming Questions
Please read the all the instructions below and all the questions that follow before you answer any questions in
this section. The questions (listed on Page ??) are not necessarily in order of difficulty. You can get full credit on
each individual question by using methods asked for in other questions in this section, even if you didn’t answer
those questions.

Overview
In this section, you will write a program that automatically classifies a website into a category like Sports, News,
Entertainment, etc. Your program has access to a training set: a set of websites labeled with categories. The training
set is created by an undergraduate research assistant who reads all the websites in the set and manually labels them
with appropriate categories. For example, the research assistant might label http://www.foodandwine.com
as having the category Cooking or http://www.cs.mcgill.ca/cs202/2011-01/ as having the category
Time Consuming. :)
When the training set is given to your program, your program can determine the category of a new website that is
not in the training set. This is a machine learning approach known as “bag of words”: your program analyzes the
similarities between the words in the new website and the words in the training set.
To automatically determine the category of a new website s, given a training set, one must do the following:

• Construct a set of all the categories used in the training set. Each category appears in this set only once.
• Construct a sequence of the words occurring in the website s. A word may appear in this sequence many times.
• For every category c, construct a sequence of the words that appear in all the training-set websites that are

labelled with c. A word may appear in this sequence many times.
• For every category c, determine the likelihood L(c) of s belonging to category c. (The details of this step are

described below.)
• Choose the category that has the greatest likelihood.

For example, if the possible categories are Sports, News, and Entertainment and we want to categorize the
website www.tsn.com, we will first gather all the words on www.tsn.com and then look for these words in
the training set. If the words from www.tsn.com appear most frequently in the training-set websites labeled with
category Sports, we can conclude that www.tsn.com is most likely a Sports website.

How to determine Likelihood L(c)

Suppose that the website s contains n words; you can think of s as a sequence that is n words long. The word
at position i in the list is denoted with wi. The sequence may contain repetitions; for example, it’s possible that
w6 = w21.
Suppose also that each category c corresponds to a sequence of words taken from all the training-set websites that
have been labelled with c.
To figure out the likelihood L(c) that a website s belongs to category c, we perform the following steps for every
word wi in s, regardless of whether the word appears elsewhere in s. (If a word appears in s twenty times, we will
performing these steps twenty times on that word. Put another way, we don’t care if words are repeated.)

• Count the number of times wi occurs in the sequence for category c. The total count is denoted by n(wi, c)

• Count the number of times the word wi occurs in each sequence of each category (including c). In other words,
this is the number of times that wi occurs in all the websites from the training set. This total is denoted by
N(wi).

• Compute a probability by dividing n(wi, c) by N(wi). Let p(wi, c) denote this probability.

Once we have done this for every word wi in website s, we will multiply together the probabilities p(wi, c) of all the
words in s to generate an overall likelihood that sequence of words showing up in category c.
Mathematically, this amounts to:

L(c) =
∏

wi on website

p(wi, c) =
∏

wi on website

n(wi, c)

N(wi)

Note that the symbol
∏

is like the summation Σ, but with multiplication: it means multiply the expression after it for
every word on the website.
You should use the following methods, from a class called CategorizerUtilities, to write your program.
These methods are also summarized on Page ?? of this exam. You may detach Page ?? from the exam if you wish.

• public static String[] downloadPageAsArray(String url)

Input: a String representing a url.
Output: a String array of all the words in the website, with repetition.

• public static String[] getAllCategories()

Output: a String array of all possible categories in the training set, without repetition.

• public static int countOccurrencesCategory(String word, String category)

Input: a specific word and a specific category
Output: the number of times that the word word appears in training-set websites of the category category

• public static int countOccurrencesTotal(String word)

Input: a specific word
Output: the number of times that the word word appears in the labeled training set
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Program Specification
General notes that apply to all questions in this section, unless otherwise stated:

• null references: You may assume that for every method you write, none of the parameters it accepts can be a
null reference; in other words, your methods do not have to handle cases in which their parameters are null
references. Similarly, you may also assume that none of the arrays your methods take as parameters contain
null references.

• Using the methods or classes that you are asked to define: when writing your solution to a question in this
section, you may assume that the methods and classes in all other questions in this section have been successfully
implemented, even if you have not even attempted these other questions. All the methods discussed in the
questions below belong to a class called TextCategoryTools, unless otherwise specified.

6. Write a method computeProbability() that takes as input two integers: numInCategory, which rep-[10]
resents the number of times a word appears in a specific category, and totalAllCategory, which represents
the number of times a word appears in all websites in the training set. It should then return a double repre-
senting the value p(wi, c), described above.

For example, if the word "Sidney" occurs 12 times in a specific category and 20 times on all websites in the
training set, then numInCategory will be 12, totalAllCategory will be 20 and your method should
return 0.6.

7. Write a method computeLikelihood() that takes as input a String category representing a category[10]
and a String[] allWords representing a sequence of words on a website. Your method should calculate
p(wi, c), for each word in allWords for category category, and return a double that represents the value
of L(c), described above.

To do this, your method should somehow do the following:

• For each word in allWords, compute the probability p(wi, c) for category.

• Multiply all these probabilities together and return the result.

Reminder: you can use the methods in the provided library class; countOccurrencesCategory(String
word, String category) and countOccurrencesTotal(String word) might be useful.

Hint: You may find it useful to define a variable accumulateProduct for intermediate calculations.
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8. Write a method findBestCategory(). Given input String[] allWords and[10]
String[] allCategories, this method returns a String representing the category for which L(c) is
highest.
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9. Write an entire class called TextCategorizer that contains a main() method and a method called[20]
printChoice(). You should assume that the methods described in the preceding questions belong to a
class called TextCategoryTools.

• The printChoice() method takes as input a String url, a String category and a double
likelihood, and then prints a message according to the following logic:

– If the value of likelihood is less than or equal to 0.1, print "I am not confident enough
to predict a category."

– If the value of likelihood is greater than 0.1 print a message indicating the given url and the given
category. For example: "The url http://www.espn.com is in category Sports"

Do not worry about the exact format of what your method displays to the screen.
• Your main() method should do the following:

– Define a String and initialize it to some url (any url is fine). This is the website that your program
will categorize.

– Load all the words on the website into a String array.
– Load all the possible categories in the training set into String array.
– Calculate the best category for your website and then print the category along with the url, provided

that the likelihood of the best category is greater than 0.1

Reminders: There are useful library methods provided to you for this task. You can assume that all other
methods in this section are correctly implemented, even if you haven’t even attempted the other questions in this
section.

Total marks for Section 3: 50

Total marks: 100
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USE THIS PAGE IF YOU NEED ADDITIONAL SPACE. CLEARLY INDICATE WHICH QUESTION(S) YOU
ARE ANSWERING HERE.
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SUMMARY OF JAVA STANDARD LIBRARY METHODS FOR SELECTED CLASSES

• String (package java.lang) Methods:

– public boolean equals(Object anObject): Compares this String to anObject.
– public boolean equalsIgnoreCase(String anotherString): Compares, ignoring case considerations, this String

to anotherString.
– public int compareTo(String anotherString): Compares this String to anotherString lexicographically;

returns a negative value if this String occurs before anotherString, a positive value if this String occurs after anotherString,
and 0 if both Strings are equal.

– public int compareToIgnoreCase(String anotherString): Compares, ignoring case considerations, this String
to anotherString lexicographically; returns a negative value if this String occurs before anotherString, a positive value
if this String occurs after anotherString, and 0 if both Strings are equal.

– public char[] toCharArray(): Converts this String to a new character array.

• Scanner (package java.util) Methods:

– public Scanner(InputStream source): Constructs a new Scanner that produces values scanned from the specified
input stream.

– public double nextDouble(): Scans the next token of the input as a double.
– public boolean nextBoolean(): Scans the next token of the input as a boolean.
– public int nextInt(): Scans the next token of the input as an int.
– public String nextLine(): Advances this Scanner past the current line and returns the input read.
– public int nextLong(): Scans the next token of the input as an long.

• PrintStream (package java.io) Methods:

– public void print(boolean b): Prints boolean value b.
– public void print(char c): Prints char value c.
– public void print(char[] s): Prints the array of char s.
– public void print(double d): Prints double value d.
– public void print(int i): Prints int value i.
– public void print(Object o): Prints Object o.
– public void print(String s): Prints String s.
– public void println(): Terminates the current line by writing the line separator string.
– public void println(boolean b): Prints boolean value b and then terminates the line.
– public void println(char c): Prints char value c and then terminates the line.
– public void println(char[] s): Prints array of char s and then terminates the line.
– public void println(double d): Prints double value d and then terminates the line.
– public void println(int i): Prints int value i and then terminates the line.
– public void println(Object o): Prints Object o and then terminates the line.
– public void println(String s): Prints String s and then terminates the line.

• Math (package java.lang) Methods:

– public static double pow(double a, double b): Returns the value of a raised to the power of b.
– public static double sqrt(double a): Returns the correctly rounded positive square root of double value a.
– public static double random(): Returns a double value with a positive sign, greater than or equal to 0.0 and less than
1.0.

– public static double sin(double a): Returns the trigonometric sine of angle a, where a is in radians.
– public static double cos(double a): Returns the trigonometric cosine of angle a, where a is in radians.
– public static double tan(double a): Returns the trigonometric tangent of angle a, where a is in radians.
– public static double toDegrees(double angrad): Converts angle angrad measured in radians to an approxi-

mately equivalent angle measured in degrees.
– public static double toRadians(double angdeg): Converts angle angdeg measured in degrees to an approxi-

mately equivalent angle measured in radians.
– public static double exp(double a): Returns Euler’s number e raised to the power of double value a.
– public static double log(double a): Returns the natural logarithm (base e) of double value a.
– public static double log10(double a): Returns the base 10 logarithm of double value a.

DESCRIPTION OF METHODS ESPECIALLY PROVIDED FOR THE PROGRAMMING SECTION OF THE EXAM

• CategorizerUtilities Methods:

– public static String[] downloadPageAsArray(String url)

Input: a String representing a url.
Output: a String array of all the words in the website, with repetition.

– public static String[] getAllCategories()

Output: a String array of all possible categories in the training set, without repetition.
– public static int countOccurrencesCategory(String word, String category)

Input: a specific word and a specific category
Output: the number of times that the word word appears in training-set websites of the category category

– public static int countOccurrencesTotal(String word)

Input: a specific word
Output: the number of times that the word word appears in the labeled training set


